
 

Continued on the other side 

Pastor Patrick J. Griffiths ............................................................................................................. January 30, 2022 

“Therefore, Consider the Word and Understand the Vision” 

Daniel 9:1-27 (vv. 24-27) 

Glad You Asked 

Theme: God is faithful to keep His promise and only He can fix what is broken. 

 

Introduction: 

I titled this study, “Therefore, Consider the Word and Understand the Vision.” No one less than Gabriel 

gave these words and his intent was toward clarity. How in the world we could read this so poorly is 

beyond me? That isn’t to say I have all of it figured out, but we appear to have made a mess of this 

passage. I do not believe the problem lies in what is said. The problem lies in our lack of insight and 

unwillingness to accept what we do not know or cannot understand.  

 

A Simple Outline: WHAT IS KNOWN 

 The six infinitives (v. 24). A Word of Hope. 

 The word to restore and rebuild Jerusalem (v. 25). A Word of Assurance. 

 The re-destruction of the city and the Sanctuary and the events of the final 70th week  
(vv. 26, 27). A Word of Clarity. 

 
An Expanded Outline: 
 

I. HOPE (v. 24) 
 

A. The Negative – Sin will End (v. 24a) 

 3 Statements in parallel - to finish the transgression, etc.  
 

B. The Positive – Righteousness will Begin (v. 24b) 

 3 Statements in parallel - to bring in everlasting righteousness, etc. 
 

II. ASSURANCE (v. 25) 
 
The word to restore and rebuild Jerusalem (v. 25) 
 

III. CLARITY (vv. 26, 27) 
 
The re-destruction of the city and the Sanctuary and the events of the final “70th”week  
(vv. 26, 27). 
 

IV. SOME AREAS OF ‘CONFUSION’ 
 

A. NUMBERS IN THE BIBLE 
 

1. Although, all positions can assign specific events in order to create a “literal” 70 or 49 
or 69 or 1-year starting point and ending point, is that the intent? I do not believe so. 

 



 

2. Or, are the numbers 7 and 49 or 490 theologically symbolic with reference to the 
YEAR OF JUBILEE and a Perfect or Complete Cycle of God’s Dealings? 

 

 Matthew 1:1-17; 18:22 
 
I am also of the strong opinion that the 70x7 are sequential and not divided. 
This position of seeing the “weeks” completed in the 1st century impacts our view of Revelation and vice-
a-versa.  
 

B. “An Anointed One” MESSIAH? 
 

 Who is an anointed one in vv. 25, 26?  

 And who is the people of the prince in v. 26? 

 And who is the “he” in verse 27? 
 

C. REPEATING PATTERN 
 

1. 2nd Temple Judaism - Antiochus Epiphanes IV (2nd cent. BCE). 

 How they answer the 6 Infinitives, I’m not sure. 
 

2. 1st century CE - Rome and/or Jesus 
 

V. In Conclusion [PERHAPS] 
 

A. Jesus at His 1st Coming inaugurates the death of sin [the first 3 infinitives] and the reign of 
righteousness [the last 3 infinitives]. Jesus at His 2nd Coming consummates or finalizes the six 
infinitives. 

 
B. A Repeating Pattern of what the end looks like until its fullest and final fulfillment in the 2nd 

coming of our Lord Jesus. 
 

C. Because Daniel 9:26, 27 speak of the people’s inability to save themselves and leaves 
“brokenness and rebellion” in their hearts, Matthew’s Genealogy ends with the Nation still 
in Babylon (1:17). This is no accident or coincidence. 

 
D. Everything the Old Testament pictures, promises, prophecies, and patterns is FULLED IN 

JESUS.  Jesus is the final and ultimate MEDIATOR, JUDGE, PROPHET, PRIEST, AND KING. 
He is the culmination of all 50 Year JUBILEE cycles where all debt is cancelled and all freedom 
is restored.  It is no accident that JESUS begins His ministry at the beginning of the YEAR OF 
JUBILEE in Luke 4.  

 
VI. NOW WHAT? 

 
A. God was faithful to fulfill His Word to Daniel and His People. 
B. God is and will be faithful to fulfill His Word to you. 
C. Just as they looked for the removal of sin and the installment of righteousness, so do we. 
D. Our HOPE for both is found solely in JESUS. Jesus Christ is the one who fulfilled the promises 

to Israel and, in Him, to us. 
 


